We propose a new data-driven framework for synthesizing hand motion at different emotion levels. Specifically, we first capture high-quality hand motion using VR gloves. The hand motion data is then annotated with the emotion type and a latent space is constructed from the motions to facilitate the motion synthesis process. By interpolating the latent representation of the hand motion, new hand animation with different levels of emotion strength can be generated. Experimental results show that our framework can produce smooth and consistent hand motions at an interactive rate.
INTRODUCTION
This paper introduces a new method of style transfer for hand animation. The first objective of our method is to create new motions by adding synthesized styles to a base motion. Our method first extracts the style from motions and applies it to a base motion to create new animations for the character. The second objective of the project is to create motions for the character that present four emotions: anger, sadness, fear, and joy. The character can express those emotions only by its hand movement, as some characters may not have a face or voice to express their emotions. Using only their fingers and palm, making it a challenging task for an existing method to express the emotions.
Liu et al. proposed an interactive physics-based motion synthesis technique for manipulating a 3D hand model [Liu 2008 ]. The interactive physics-based simulation algorithm is capable of creating seemingly mundane hand movements that are hard to achieve with Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). MIG '19, October 28-30, 2019 , Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom © 2019 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6994-7/19/10. https://doi.org/10.1145/3359566.3364692 keyframe animation or motion capture. An optimization-based approach to hand manipulation of grasping pose is introduced by Liu et al. [Liu 2009 ]. The process of animating the hand is an automatic method that starts by inserting the initial input, the grasping pose, and the partial trajectory of the object, thus resulting in a physically plausible hand animation. Ye et al. presented a randomized sampling algorithm that can synthesize detailed and physically plausible hand manipulation given input full-body human motion and interacting object [Ye and Liu 2012] . Yunfei Bai and C. Karen Liu proposed a solution to the problem of manipulating the orientation of a polygonal object using both palm and fingers of a robotic hand [Bai and Liu 2014] . The aforementioned methods can acquire hand motion for performing a specific task in only a single style or a random style. In this paper, we would like to generate hand motion with styles specified by user.
The contributions in this work can be summarized as follows:
• We captured and annotated a new hand motion dataset with 7 motion types in 5 different emotions. • We proposed an efficient hand motion synthesis framework which can be used for synthesizing new hand motion with different emotion strength levels at an interactive rate.
METHODOLOGY 2.1 Motion Capture
To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available hand motion dataset with a wide range of hand motions as well as different emotion stats and styles. We decided to use the Senso VR glove (https://senso.me/) to capture hand motion in this research. Each frame in the hand motion is represented by a vector
where j is the frame index, n is the total number of joints and n = 23 in the hand model we used, and p is the joint angle of the corresponding joint and rotation axis, respectively. We removed the hand translations in this research to avoid the artifacts caused by the incorrect hand translations tracked by the gloves. We captured 7 different types of hand motion, including Crawling, Griping, Pat, Impatient, Hand on Mouse, Pointing and Pushing, and 5 different emotions are associated with each motion type (i.e. , neutral, angry, happy, sad, and scary).
In total, we captured 35 motion sequences.
Standardizing Hand Motions
Standardizing raw data is an important step before we statistically model the hand motion for the motion synthesis tasks. In particular, motion sequences are usually having a different duration. To facilitate the data standardization process, the subject performed each motion type in exactly 2 cycles. In this work, we take a simple approach by extracting the same number of keyframes from each captured hand motion. We empirically found that good performance can be achieved by extracting 9 keyframes in our experiments. As a result, each motion sequence is represented by a vector M = [Pk 0 , ..., Pk k −1 ] in the joint angle space, where k is the total number of keyframes and k = 9, Pk i is the i-th keyframe and Pk is having the same representation as in P.
Style Transfer for Hand Motion
To statistically model the hand motion, we first project the hand motion from the joint angle space into the latent space. Advantages in editing motion in the latent space, such as reducing the redundancy in the data, emotion transfer, preserving the naturalness and quality, have been demonstrated in previous research [Chai and Hodgins 2005; Chan et al. 2019; Ho et al. , 2017 ]. Motivated by the aforementioned encouraging results, we project the joint angles of the hand pose in each frame into the latent space using PCA. A matrix, AP = [Pk 0,0 , Pk 0,1 , ..., Pk m−1,k −1 ] T , which contains all hand poses is prepared
where m is the total number of hand motion, P i, j refers to the joint angles in the j-th frame in the m-th motion. The resultant dimension of AP is a (m × k)-by-(27 × 3) matrix. Next, AP is projected into the latent representation lP by PCA. We empirically found that using the first 20 principal components to represent each hand pose yields reasonable results. Thus, the dimension of the lP matrix is (m × k)-by-20. Each motion sequence is then represented by a vector lM which concatenate the latent representation of each keyframe.
Interpolating Emotion Strength.
One of the potential application of the proposed system is to create new hand motion by controlling the emotion strength. Here, we propose a simple approach to linearly interpolate the emotion strength in the latent space. For each motion type, we can interpolate between the neutral motion and another styled motion (i.e. motion with emotion) to generate new motion lM new using the equation below lM new = S × (lM type−a,emo − lM type−a,ne ) + lM type−a,ne (2) where S is the emotion strength, lM type−a,emo and lM type−a,ne refer to the same hand motions type (i.e. type − a in this example) with emotion (i.e. angry, happy, sad or scary) and neutral styles, respectively. Finally, the latent motion representation will be back projected to the joint angle representation in order to animate the rigged 3D hand model in the final animation.
RESULTS
Here, we show some of the results obtained in our experiments. Due to the limited space, we show the interpolation results on 2 motion sets. We interpolate the emotion at 3 different levels: neutral (0%), 50% and full (100%) using Eq. 2. The first set is the interpolation of sad emotion on the Pointing motion set (Figure 1 ). It can be seen that the hand motions become more soft and less exaggerated when the sadness level increases. The second set is the interpolation of happy emotion on the Hand on Mouse motion set ( Figure 2 ). It can be seen that the hand motions become more soft and less exaggerated when the happiness level increases. More synthesized hand animations can be found in the video demo submitted with this article.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new framework for synthesizing hand motion with different levels of emotion strength. The new motion synthesis framework is efficient and enables motion synthesis at an interactive rate. A more sophisticated approached that is based on learning the relationship between low-level motion features and high-level emotion strength using Ranking SVM [Chan et al. 2019; Ho et al. 2017] can be integrated into our framework in the future.
